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Hazing
Rituals are
Not Fun
and Games

Campus
Briefs
SCIENCE BOWL
AASU will host 35 top-performing
math and science high school
students in the sub-regional com
petition, January 27, from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
Liberal and Professional Studies
Program Open House - Dr. Ri chard
Nordquist will be hosting an open
house January 31, 5:30-7:30 p.m. in
Solms Hall, Room 207.
Refreshments will be served, and
current faculty will b e available to
meet with students. For more in
formation, contact Dr. No rdquist at
912.921.5991.

Amy Carter
Staff Writer

CHIAPAS MEDIA PROJECT
Sponsored by HOLA a nd the City
of Savannah's Cultural Affairs de
partment the event will ta ke place
January 25 in the Armstrong Center
Ballroom.There will b e a youth pro
gram at 10 am and a video pre
sentation and discussion at 7 p.m.
The event is fr ee and open to the
public. For more information, call
912.921.7337.

O
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QUIZNOS OPENS AT AASU

Dining services has announced the
upcoming opening of a Quiznos in
University Hall Ro om 130. Days and
hours of operation: Mon-Thurs. 10:30
am to 8 p.m. and on Fri. 10:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m.

STUDY ABROAD FAIR
International Studies will b e hosting
the Study Abroad Fair in th e univer
sity dining room, January 31,11:30-l:
30 p.m. Information on the various
programs will be available. Contact
James Anderson at 912.921.5410.

SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING FAIR
the fair February 20-22
ts Center.
s in grades 6 through 12
to participate. This year
n 150 students and 35
I attend and compete in
jject categories, includeering, environmental
nd chemistry,
members in science and
•ig fro m AASU, G eorgia
annah State University
1 University will s erve as
5

ister fo r t he fair, or to inut sponsorship or judge
ties contact Erika Lewis
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Hillary Clinton
vies for Presidency
"I'm in it to win it" said Hillary Clinton as she announced a "Presidential exploratory commit
tee" that would, ostensibly, look into her candidacy for the President of the United States of
America. Hillary Clinton is one of the front-runners on the Democratic ticket for the 2008
campaign. In her announcement video, viewable online, she began a "dialogue" with the
American people by alluding to some of her possible campaign goals and issues. She will be
hosting a series of "live" online chats in w hich she will speak on yet more issues and expound
upon the ones already mentioned in her announcement.

On Jan 17, 2007 the University
Dining Room was filled to capacity
with students listening to the sisters
of Alpha Sigma Tau speak out on haz
ing. The audience included members
of the various Greek organizations on
campus, athletes and students gener
ally interested in the topic.
The presentation opened with a skit
where sorority pledges were forced to
wear animal visors and large "pledge"
signs around their necks while being
treated in a degrading manner by
the sisters of the sorority they were
pledging.
In contrast, another scenario dem
onstrated the pledges being greeted
with a warm welcome and treated
with the utmost respect.
Madison Mesco explained that
hazing comes in three forms. Subtle
hazing, often considered harmless, is
any action that emphasizes the imbal
ance of power between a group and
its newest members (i.e. sisters of a
sorority vs. pledges).
Harassment isanother form where
the victims endure humiliation and
other forms of emotional and physi
cal stress in order to become a part of
a group. Lastly, the most publicized
of forms, is violent hazing where
victims are required to perform ac
tivities that could potentially cause
physical, emotional or psychological
harm.
Regardless of the form, hazing is
illegal in 44 out of 50 states. In the
six states that do not have specific
laws, there are other laws in place
to protect people from inhumane
treatment. In other words, hazing is
a serious matter and should not be
taken lightly.
The conclusion of the presenta
tion posed a question: "Why would
anyone want to be a part of an or
ganization that cared so little about
her or him?"
Although many of the pranks
associated with hazing may seem
harmless, no one should have to be
forcibly humiliated as a means of
being accepted.
If you would like more information
on hazing, go online to your favorite
search engine and type in the word
"hazing." On Google, I received
2,010,000 results in .20 seconds.

GHS Commemorates Statehood
The Georgia Historical Society gives Georgians a month of celebration
on Saturday - free and open to the
public.
From 10 am till 4 pm, take a walk
through
the ruins of the plantation,
Georgians have traditionally cel
listen
to
colonial-era musicians, see
ebrated the founding of the Colony
costume
interpreters
and watch dem
of Georgia for 273 years now. The
Georgia Historical Society (GHS) onstrations of Colonial life.
Society of Colonial Wars in the State
honors the early colonization every
February by paying tribute to the key of Georgia will sponsor the event. A
contributing founders of our state by schedule of the events will be available
hosting various events throughout upon entrance.
February 8, Georgia Birthday Bash:
Georgia.
Beginning
at 6:30 pm at the Mills B.
Savannah - the first city founded
by James Edward Oglethorpe, on Lane house on the corner of Gaston
February 12,1733 - celebrates with and Drayton Streets, a fundraising
catered reception with the GHS Host
the following activities:
February 1, Georgia Days Lecture Committee and VIPs will be held.
The proceeds from the benefit willgo
and Kickoff- The Legacyof Abraham
towards
future Georgia Days events.
Baldwin: Each year GHS honors an
Reservations
are required; $100 per
individual who was integral to the
ticket.
development of our state. In 2007,
February 11, Super Museum Sunday:
GHS chose Abraham Baldwin the
founding father of the University of Many of the Savannah museums will
Georgia and one of the signers of the be free and open to the public from
noon until 4 pm
US Constitution as the honoree.
Some of the participating muse
Dr. Stan Deaton, GHS vice presi
dent of programs and scholarship, ums include: Ralph Mark Gilbert Civil
will give a lecture on Baldwin at 7 Rights, Old Railroad House, Mighty
pm in the GHS located on Whitaker Eighth Air Force, Jepson Center for
Street across from Forsyth Park. the Arts, Isaiah Davenport House,
Memorial Health will be sponsor Ships of the Sea and the Telfair
ing the event - free and open to the Academy of Arts and Science — just
to name a few.
public.
Visit www.georgiahistory.com for a
February 3-4, Colonial Faire and
Muster: Wormsloe State Historic complete list of museums.
Site, one of the earliest plantations February 11, Black History Essay and
on the coast, will host family day Public Speaking Contest: The Geor

Angela Mensing
News Editor
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gia Historical Society will host the
event at 3pm in their Hodgson Hall
Library. The five finalists of the an
nual contest will publicly present
their essays.
Publix, WSAV-TV, Cumulus
Broadcasting and "The Savannah
Tribune" are sponsoring the con
test.
February 12, Georgia Day Parade:
Sponsored by Sun Trust, the parade
will begin at 10:30 am at Forsyth
Park and will end at City Hall on
Bay Street -where the Georgia Day
Ceremony will take place. Free and
open to the public.
February 12, Georgia Days Lun
cheon: Keynote Speaker, former
University of Georgia football coach
Vince Dooley will discuss aspects of
Georgia's history.
Sponsored by The Savannah
Bank, lunch will begin at noon at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel. Reserva
tions are required; $35 per person,
$375 Per reserved table of ten.
For more information on
the events, contact the GHS at
912.651.2125.

Abraham Baldwin
Honored during
Georgia Days
Baldwin - born in North Gu il
ford, Connecticut and one of
the founders of the University
of Georgia - believed in the
idea of a state university. A
group of trustees began work
ing on the establishment of a
college. In February of 1784,
the group was granted 40,000
acres of property, so the com
mittee began working on a
charter.
A Yale
graduate
Baldwin
along
with the
other
leaders
began
encour
aging
education. According to
the www.georgiahistory.com
website:
"Baldwin believed that edu
cation made people more
"civilized" and that they could
better help all of mankind."
Among his other accom
plishments, Baldwin was also
elected to the Georgia as
a representative of Wilkes
County.
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AASU Names
New Vice
President
of Student
Affairs

National News
Briefs
CHINA LAUNCHES MISSILE TO
DESTROY SATELLITE

University Relations

Health Corner:
Meningitis, Potential Threat on
College Campuses
Angela Mensing

University President Thomas
Z. Jones announced the appoint
ment of Vicki L. McNeil as Vice
President of Student Affairs. She
assumed office January 16. McNeil
filled a position left vacant by Joe
Buck, who retired from AASU last
spring after serving for 38 years.
"AASU is very fortunate to have
Dr. McNeil join the university,"
said Jones. "She has a wealth of
experience in student affairs
administration, which will be
of great value to our students."
McNeil's career spans nearly 30
years in all areas of student affairs.
She has been fortunate to work di
rectly with students in such areas as
orientation, advisement, counsel
ing, residential life, and leadership.
Her career began at Oklahoma
State University in Stillwater in
1978 as a graduate research associ
ate in the Office of Teacher Educa
tion, where she counseled students
regarding education programs and
teacher certification requirements.
In the early 1980s, she joined the
University of Oklahoma's (OU)
main campus in Norman, where
she served as career counselor in
the Career Planning and Placement
Office and as adjunct assistant pro
fessor in the Department of C om
munications. At OU, she counseled
students in the colleges of A rts &
Sciences and Fine Arts in allaspects
of ca reer development and the job
search process. To maintain close
contact with her students, she es
tablished a satellite office in the Col
lege of Arts &Sciences' dean's office.
From 1982 to 1987, McNeilserved
as director of the Student Assis
tance Center at Temple University
in Philadelphia, PA. She managed
this student paraprofessional center
and orientation program for 4,000
incoming students. There she initi
ated the first comprehensive student
leadership program for the univer
sity and implemented a universitywide student retention program.
In 1987, she waspromoted toassoci
ate dean of students at Temple Uni
versity and continued to accomplish
a list of firsts for the university. That
included the first substance abuse
program, the first Greek Governing
Council, and the creation of the first

cur in college students each year.
Freshmen living in dormitories are
especially
susceptible because of the
The novelty of college life can be
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of dorm life.
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Staff Writer
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Jie Chen was born and raised
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in
Shanghai,
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press release. Approximately 125
New York in 2004 and relocated to
more
information.
cases of m eningococcal disease ocSavannah in 2006. Her desire to
learn about American culture fuels
her adventurous spirit.
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Editor In Chief
"I wanted to make friends, study
Tara Gergacs
and understand culture. America
11935 Abereorn Street
is a mixed culture; I came here
Savannah, GA 31419
to meet people from all over the
(912) 927-5351
world," said Chen.
Fax: (912) 921-5901
Her interest in culture was
inkweU@mail.armstrong.edu
A & E Editor
sparked as a child in China. Chen
said that Shanghai is an immigrant
Faculty & Staff Conmbutars
city. The 1920s brought many Jew
Sports: ChadJackson
Sports Editor
ish, French, and English people to
A&E: Mario Incorvaia
Pria Abraham
Student Activities
the city. Hergrandfather worked as
an English translator and lived in
•The Inkwell ispublished and distributed weekly
the English part of Shanghai.
Kevin Daiss
each semester. Copies are available in distri
Chen is an English Major at
bution boxes throughout campus.
AASU. She believes language is the
Photo Editor
key to understanding culture. She
•The Inkwell reserves die right to edit any sub
Calvin Miller
said the hardest adjustment into
missions for length or content.
American culture was to accept
•The opinions expressed by the students of
the way people treat each other,
Lauren Hunsberger
AASU may not be the opinions of the staff of
especially in the classroom.
The Inkwell or the administration of AASU
"Here, professors are friendly.
Graphic D
Some
professors mention their
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and co
Jessica Jenkins
marriage and children. In China
from readers provided that they are clearly writ
the professor is the director, you
ten or typed. All subm issions must be signed
with a telephone number and SSN included for
have to abide by her—she has the
Teresa Lynch
verification purposes. Names will be withheld
power over your grade. I like the
upon request.
American
way."
Sales Representative
In
China,
Jie worked as a free
Tanya Nichols
•The Inkwell welcomes public service an
lance
writer
and
was on the edito
nouncements, press releases, etc.. Such infor
rial staff for magazines and books.
mation may be published free of charge at the
She would like to translate Ameri
discretion of the editorial s
Tony Morris
can biographies, novels and short
Leigh Rich
• Photographs arc not guaranteed to be returned
stories into Chinese. She also plans
after publication. The Inkwell will attempt to
on authoring her own books.
return photographs, but please make copies
"I want to write stories for Chi
Judd Publishing Macon, GA
before submission.
News Editor

full-time Greek advisor position.
As a ssociate dean of students at
Temple, McNeil assisted with the
administration and supervision of
the Counseling Center, and the of
fices of Career & Cooperative Educa
tion, Student Health Services, Dis
ability Services, Student Assistance
Center & Orientation, Judicial
Affairs, International Student Af
fairs, University Housing, Student
Activities, and the Substance Abuse
Program. In addition, she served
as divisional budget officer, al
locating a budget of $25 million.
In 1988, McNeil accepted a posi
tion at Loyola University in NewOr
leans as assistant vice president for
student affairs. Her tasks included
serving as director of the Center for
Student Leadership Development,
chairing the Department of Special
Studies, and servingas budget officer
overseeing a $13.6 million budget.
In 1994,Loyola promoted McNeilto
associate vice president for student
affairs. Her leadership role grew in
scope to include the areas of reside
n
tial life, counseling and career servic
es, new student orientation, student
leadership development, judicial
affairs, and student health services.
Some of her key accomplishments
as associate vice president at Loyola
included initiating a proposal lead
ing to the establishment of th e Of
fice of New Student Orientation,
helping to establish living learn
ing communities on campus, and
strengthening judicial affairs bycre
ating a student peer review board.
McNeil also directed the extraor
dinary effort, with the eyes of the
nation fixed on New Orleans, to
evacuate Loyola students when
Hurricane Katrina slammed into
the Gulf Coast crippling New Or
leans and shutting down the cam
pus for the entire fall semester.
"I am excited to join Armstrong
Atlantic State University," said Mc
Neil. "I look forward to serving the
institution by working with others
to enhance an environment that
engages our students and supports
their learning."

On January 11, China succeeded
in launching a missile into space to
destroy,one of their old weather
satellites. This wa s their fourth at
tempt after three failures.
According to a CNN report, the
ground-based, medium-range bal
listic m issile carr ied a "kill veh icle"
and "destroyed the satellite by
ramming it."
The US has filed a formal diplo
matic protest. W hite House spokes
man, Tony Sn ow was quoted as
saying:
"We are aware of it an d con
cerned, and we made it known.
ORANGES AND OTHER FRU ITS
INCREASES PRICES, DE CREASES
QUANTITY

Sub-temperatures in California
have damaged crops of oranges,
strawberries, lemons, avocados
and other crops, causing an es
timated $1 billion in loss re venue.
Grocery stores across America are
anticipating decreased quantity of
produce as well as an increase in
prices across the board.
DEMOCRATS IN CONGRESS
PLAN TO BLOCK ATTACKS ON
IRAN

Senate Democratic leader Harry
Reid of Nevada told the National
Press C lub: "The president does
not have the authority to launch
military ac tion in Iran without first
seeking congressional authoriza
tion."
Accused of encouraging insur
gent activity and providing bombmaking materials, Iran is considered
one of the network supporting
countries. While the White House
Administration h as said they have
no specific plans to attack Iran,
they have not declined that they
would attack either.
16 YEAR-OLD STUDENT
STABS CLASSMATE

In Sudbury, Massachusetts, the po
lice have charged 16year-old John
Odgren for the murder of 15 yearold James Alenson. Both students
attended Lincoln-Sudbury Regional
High School.
Adolescents over the age of 14
are charged as adults in the state
of Massachusetts. Arraignment
took place on January 19.

SENATOR HILARY CLINTO N
SAYS "I'M IN"

Sen. Clinton, has officially an-

Who You Should Know on Campus

1 he Inkwell

nese and Americans. Stories about
American immigrants, people who
had a tragedy, people who came
here and experienced cultural
conflict. Stories about some of my
friends in New York."
Jie has her own stories to share
from her experiences in China. One
story surrounds her birth.
She explained, "The limitation of
children began in the 1970s. My fa
ther was angry and wouldn't let my
mother have abortions. My sister
and 1 were born illegally. We were
lucky it was the beginning of the
limitation, otherwise my parents
would be punished with a fine to
pay a lot of m oney to the govern
ment."
Despite howAmericans might feel
under those circumstances, Jie does
not have problems with the Chinese
way of government.
"China is more open-minded,
it is better than before. As long as
you don't take part in political ac
tivities, just live your life and they
won't bother you. If you want to go
against the government then there
would be trouble, but there is no
trouble for attending religious ac
tivities. There are many religions
there like Buddhism, Christian and
Muslim. It islegal aslong as religion
doesn't attend political activities. Its
not horrible," she said.
Chen plans on returning to.
China someday, to be what she
calls a "cultural bridge" and bring
an American influence to China.
She wants tobring language, knowl
edge and communication that she
has learned, such as how to make
friends in America.
"I will use the knowledge of the

CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

learned [American] culture to do
research the way Americans do
research -like anthropology and
investigation. I want to go back to
China to a rural area and research
how they live. In the rural areas
they are natural human beings:
they can expose to you their real
true person, laugh openly and
share likes and dislikes. In the
city they care more about man
ners," Chen said.
In her spare time Chen enjoys
reading Chinese literature and
keeping up with what is going on
in China while she is away. She
also reads Western literature
and is learning to play the piano.
And like other American college
students, she enjoys listening to
music and spending time with
her friends.
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The Youth and Beauty Brigade:
On the End of the World as We Know It
Kevin Daiss

up doing so by steamrolling Poland
and killing a few million Jews. I'm
not saying that Hillary Clinton will
It's the end be the next Hitler, but then again,
of the world as don't "Hitler" and "Hillary" kind of
we know it,and look alike and sound alike? They
dammit, I do can be used together in an allitera
not feel fine. tive phrase. For example, "Hillary
Hillary Clin and Hitler hate humanity and have
ton recently announced that she haughty houses in the hills." I think
is forming a "presidential explor this is a connection that needn't go
atory committee." I'm not sure unnoticed.
what that means, and I get the
I can't remember what else she
impression that she isn't either. really talked about in her announce
I think it will be similar to how ment video. I started to feel like I
her husband formed a "penis-in- was growing a malignant brain tu
my-intern's-mouth exploratory mor the size of a volleyball. I think
committee" during his presidency. she said she was going to start
But it's true; she's running for holding live online video "chats." I
President. F***ing PRESIDENT. would make a joke about how that's
Of the country. Of our coun what porn stars do, but I don't want
try. Maybe I'm the only one that to make anyone vomit all over the
sees a huge problem with this. paper. Besides, everyone already
Go watch her announcement video knows Hillary hassome pretty sweet
onYouTube. It isonly mildlypatron (saggy, gross) ta-ta's.
izing and insulting. She wants to fix
I think shd also said something
America, though. That's a nice goal along the lines of trying to pull out
to have. The last time someone got of Iraq. (It's good to know that at
elected into a position of high power least one member of the Clinton
and tried to fix a country they ended family has no issues pulling out.)
Humor Columnist

Or maybe she just said something
about opening the lines of commu
nication. I know she said something
about visiting every living room via
technology. So, hey, at least that
means she finally figured out how
to leave messages Princess Leiastyle. There's one nice thing I can
say about her. She can teleport. I
think that might be cool. I hope she
makes this technology available to
the public, but I don't think I should
get my hopes up.
OH! DAMN! She also said that she
wants to stop being dependent on
foreign oil. That should be an inter
esting clusterf*** to watch unfold.
Last time I checked, America wasn't
going to start drilling massively in
Alaska because Hillary's party
wanted to protect the vast wilder
ness where the oillies underground.
(The vast wilderness where nothing
lives because it's F***ING FREEZ
ING ASS COLD UP HERE.) So, ok,
she's going to stop being dependent
on foreign oil. Cool. I am preparing
for that day bywatching "Mad Max"
a bajillion f***ing times.
Now, I know there are a lot of peo

ple that would like a woman presi
dent. I would like to see a woman
president. Just not THIS PARTICU
LAR woman as president. I'm not
entirely sure she's a woman, actu
ally. In fact, one time, in extreme
heat, I saw her face partially melt off
to reveal a robotic endoskeleton that
kind of looked like those things from
"T2: Judgement Day." What about
Condoleezza Rice? Then we can kill
two birds with one stone and have
the first woman president AND the
first black president. Isn't that the
kind of mentality thiscountry should
have. If Hillary really wants to fix the
economy then she should start by
metaphorically fixing the economy
of the presidency and voting C-Dog
Rice into office.
I know in this very column I've
said the beginning of the end
starts if Hillary Clinton is elected
president or if Mel Gibson stops
being f***ing nuts. We're half
way there, kids. God help us all.
Really though, Hillary can kill
two birds with one stone too. First
woman elected and first woman as
sassinated.

Say you want a revolution.
Would you like some fries
with that?
David Williams

Arts and Entertainment Editor
Last year on my birthday, my
family and I were driving around
the Oglethorpe mall looking for a
place to eat. My parents had de
cided to take my girlfriend and I
out to lunch for my birthday and
my first choice of restaurants,
Sweet Potatoes, was closed be
cause it was a Sunday. I had once
overheard someone talking about
Johnny Rockets, the 50's themed
restaurant in the mall and it
seemed like a good idea to grab
a burger and a shake in order to
save my folks the couple of bucks
more that they would have spent
at a classier joint.
When we got there, my father
and I were immediately delighted
by the cheesy costumes, decor,
and music because we love stuff
like that, but my mother and girl
friend were frustrated by our lack
of taste and maturity. My father
and I have always had a knack
for recognizing the ridiculous and
joining right in, with self-depre
cating enthusiasm. Neither one of
us has ever been very successful
at taking life too seriously, even
when sitting through any given
situation borders on masochism
we sit through it with a smirk and
a giggle.Almost as ifwe are playing
chicken with the world around us
and seeing who can act stupid the
longest. To our credit, the world
usually wins.
So there we were, the four of us
eating burgers that tasted as if they
had been served under the author
ity of "the five second rule." Taking
in the sounds of Buddy Holly and
The Crickets singing "Oh Boy"
over the screaming baby and the
teenage jerk cursing on his cell
phone in the booth behind us. It
was turning out to be a birthday
to remember until something
happened that would shake my
entire being as well as change
the way that I looked at the world
forever.
All of the sudden "Stayin' Alive"
came on the radio and our waiter,
who was busy listing for my moth
er the variety of milkshakes that
Johnny Rockets offers, stopped
suddenly and backed into a line
of se rvers, cooks, and cashiers in
the middle of the restaurant. It was
time to dance.
I can't remember exactly what
the entire dance entailed, but I
seem to recall that pointing disco
move and all of them doing the
bump. What I do remember viv
idly is the look in all of their eyes.
Several members of the staff were
genuinely smiling and waving their
hands in the air with a look that
said, "Hello world, my name is

Jessica and I am fabulous!"
But not everyone seemed to be
enjoying themselves as much as the
others and tragically those were the
ones that I could not, for the life of
me, pry my eyes awayfrom. Several
dancers, our waiter included, had
a look in their eyes that screamed,
"This is my third double shift in
a row and I have a lot of tables.
Someone please put me out of m y
misery!"
I was stricken with guilt as I
stared into the eyes of a young
man who was obviously not from
America, and therefore impervious
to our idea of kitsch, and might not
have been able to find any other
line of work. He grimaced as he
bumped his buttocks into the but
tocks of the boy next ot him. In that
one moment I felt the sadness and
desperation of everybody who has
ever shaken their tail feather for a
three-dollar tip and a disgusting
shift burger. I longed desperately
to jump up and liberate those poor
disco diner employees from the
shackles of their one step above
fast food misery.
"Stayin' Alive" wasn't even a 50's
song. I mean, maybe they would
be able to retain at least a shred
of dignity if they were dancing to
"You Ain't Nothing but a Hound
Dog" or "The Twist," but to subject
those poor souls to such a depress
ing display over a BeeGees tune was
just plain wrong.
So what is the point of my edito
rial, you might ask. Why am I not
writing about campus security, local
politics, or the war in Iraq? I'll tell
you why, because Johnny Rockets is
evil and they must be stopped. For
every sad-eyed burger flipper that
ever lived I am pleading that you
not eat at that awful, awful place
ever again.
In fact, the best thing to do is
recruit a bunch of your friends and
go in there during the lunch rush.
Don't order anything and support
the vile corporate machine that
feeds off of t he embarrassed sweat
of its workers. Just sit there and
when you see the employees gather
for another choreographed death
sentence jump up and dance along
with them. Bump your backside
furiously into the person next to
you and shout out the words of the
terrible song that they have hoped
they wouldn't hear all day. When
the song is finished grab that little
immigrant fry cook and give him a
hug just to let him know that some
body cares and that the solidarity of
the oppressed will some day con
quer Johnny Rockets and all of the
other kitsch restaurant chains that
make up what I like to call the Evil
Empire. Viva La Revolution!

Letter
to the
Editor...
Dear Editor:
Very nice issue this week for
the Inkwell, the whole thing.
Well done.
Lee Williams, External Affairs
Dear Lee Williams:
On behalf ofthe staff wewould
like to thank you for reading
The Inkwell each week and
giving us feedback. We appre
ciate that someone on campus
enjoys reading the paper and
watching us grow. We hope
that you will continue togive us
feedback whether it is good or
bad. Thank you for your words
and we hope that youwill enjoy
the new changes that The Ink
well is making.
Sincerely,
Tara Gergacs
Editor-in-Chief

Free Food
Extra Cash
Flexible Hours

Campus Dining
is now hiring for part-time positions

Starbucks, Ouiznos,
the Dining Hall & Catering.
available in

Interested???
Stop by the Dining Hall office with your class schedule.

Deep Water
Access!
• Marsh and Waterfront Views.

• Award Winning Landscape Community.
• Spacious one, two and three bedroom
condos on 33-acre natural preserve with
200 ft. floating dock providing full-time
deep water access.
• Select homes include spacious sunrooms,
fireplaces, vaulted ceilings with ceiling fans.
Garages available.
• Resort style pool, children's pool
and fitness center.
• Control access gated community.

SavannaMfilton Head,
|
Inti Airport
/

Hoover Creek

From $103,900
/MORRIS

hoovercreekcondos.com

912.920.1166

Hoover Creek

El

PLANTATION

12300 Apache Avenue
*See agent for details Information is believed to be accurate but not warranted.
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Men Fall Short; Women
Score A Victory
Francisco Resto

Staff Writer

Men's Basketball:
Stumbles at Home

AASU

Seven hundred and fifty attendants
packed the Alumni Arena to watch
AASU go head to head with Augusta
State. Ending the Pirates 13-game home
winning streak was their loss to Augusta
State 83- 74. The Pirates carried a twopoint lead into half-time. The Augusta
State Jaguars came back in the second
half taking a 44-43 lead and later made
seven of eight free throws that gave the
Jaguars the game. Making the points for
AASU was Bryan Taylor with 19 points
and Tory Harris with 15. Taylor also
had 10 rebounds. Augusta's Jaguars
had four players in the double digits.
Head coach Jeff Burkhamer said, "We
made some mistakes down the stretch
on one on ones but other than that we
played well."

Women's Basketball: Lady
Pirates Conquer Augusta State

CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

In women's basketball, the Lady Pirates
took a victory over Augusta State, 7371. AASU's junior Jasmine Herron took
the victory in the final seconds of the
game by scoring two free throws for
being fouled by Augusta's Shirrell Ford.
Kaneetha Gordon led the offense with 22
points and 10 rebounds. Nicole Homage
added 11 points and Herron nine points
and four assists.

CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

Women's Basketball: Lander 85, AASU 80
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

Lander scored on three
straight possessions to snap
a 70-all tie with 5:45 left in
the second half and pick up
an 85-80 Peach Belt Confer
ence women's basketball vic
tory over visiting AASU on
Saturday in Greenwood, S.C.
Tiara Good converted two
free throws to tie the game two of her game-high 24 points
- with just under six minutes
remaining in the contest. The

Lady Pirates (10-7, 4-2 PBC)
missed three shots and com
mitted two turnovers on their
next four possessions, while
the Lady Bearcats (8-8, 3-3
PBC) got a bucket from April
McClendon and two straight
baskets from Stephanie Ponds
to build a six-point lead.
AASU would get as close as
three
points
with
29
seconds
remaining.
Good led a quartet of Lander
players in double figures, hit
ting n-of-12 free throws and
adding nine rebounds and
six assists. McClendon added

16 points and Savannah na
tive Tiara Kirkland notched a
double-double with 11 points
and 11 rebounds. AASU placed
three players in double fig
ures, led by Tana Griffiths'
career-high 23 points on 9of-18 shooting from the floor,
including 5-of-io three-point
ers. Kaneetha Gordon added a
double-double
with
20
points and 10 rebounds.
AASU returns to action
on Wednesday, January
24, as the Lady Pirates host
No. 10-ranked Clayton State at
5:30 p.m. at Alumni Arena.

Men's Basketball: AASU 55, Lander 54
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

Emmanuel Hodrea's fol
low-up shot off of teammate
Michael Griffin's missed layup could not beat the final
buzzer, allowing No. 21 AASU
to escape with a 55"54 Peach
Belt Conference men's bas
ketball victory on Saturday
evening in Greenwood, S.C.
The Pirates (13-4, 4-2 PBC)
had a seemingly comfortable
seven-point lead with a minute
and a half remaining, but the
Bearcats (9-7,4-2 PBC) chipped
away at the lead in the closing
moments thanks to AASU mis7

cues. A foul put Griffin on the
line with 1:26 left, resulting
in two made free throws, then
two turnovers and two missed
front end of one-and-one free
throw opportunities gave
Lander six shots in the final
minute. Jarred Jackson and
Curtis Milner each hit shots
to cut the lead to one, and
after William Kane missed
the front end of his one-andone with nine seconds left,
the Bearcats had their final
crack at winning the game.
Lander led by as many as 10
in the first half, and took a sixpoint 32-26 lead into halftime.
The Pirates opened the second

half on a 22-7 run, almost sin
gle-handedly sparked by senior
Tory Harris, who scored 10 of
his game-high 24 points in
the first seven minutes of the
second half. AASU also got 13
points and nine rebounds from
Bryan Taylor, but the rest of
the Pirates' players combined
for just 18 points total. The
Bearcats were led by the duo
of Griffin and Jarred Jackson,
who scored 18 and 16 points,
r e s p e c t i v e l y .
AASU returns to action
on Wednesday, January 24,
as the Pirates host No. 2ranked Clayton State at 7:
30 p.m. at Alumni Arena.

spr/W 1007
POOL HOURS

(Pool h e a t e d In rear of Aquatics 3^4 Recreation Cen+erj
Mon day; ffoon-l-'f Sptn, 3 pi »' * : 3 0 pm , 7 : 3 0 pxo-9:30 pm
T u e sd a y : 11:30am-lx:H-$pmi 7:30pm~9:30pm
Wednesday: I2.pm-1:l5pm, 3pm~*t:30pm, 7:30pm~9:30pm
Thursday: 11; 30aw-1i:<fS^iw, 3pm~*:30pm, 7:30pm-9:30pm
Friday: N o o n - l t l S p m , 3pm- t t: 30pm
S at ur d a y
lOam<I pm

Sunday
1p m-Spm

musr pmm CURRENT aaso i.t>. CARP

FOR ENTRY:
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Bears vs. Colts:
Super Bowl XLI

Pria Abraham
Sports Editor

game for a long time. The Bears
are back for the first time since
winning the Super Bowl XX a nd
The results are in, the Chi the Colts are back since the Super
cago Bears (15-3) and the Indi Bowl V.
anapolis Colts (15-4) are going Both teams started the 2006 sea
to go head to head in the Super son with big wins. Colts' offense
Bowl XLI.
ranked
The Bears
third in
trampled
the regu
the New
lar season
Orleans
bwmTMWB against a
Saints 39I C 9H Bears de
14.
with
fense that
two touchis ranked
d o w n s
fifth over
from Bears'
all.
running
Colts
back Thomas Jones and big Coach Tony Dungy and Bears
plays on defense. Colts' Peyton coach Lovie smith worked togeth
Manning led the victory over er with the Tampa Bay Bucks, and
New England Patriots 38- 34, both coaches are the first Africanby bringing the Colts back from American head coaches to make it
a 21-3 point deficit; this was the
to the Super Bowl.
biggest comeback in conference
Only ten days until the Bear
title-game history.
and the Colts take the field, which
Neither the Bears nor the will be on Sunday, February 4, 6:
Colts have been in NFL's biggest 25 p.m. in Miami, Florida

Intramural Basketball Scores

K

CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

8k

Top: Jay Carmichael makes
his way to the goal.

: :

Wm

*

Left: Intramural soccer at
SuperGoose.

%
CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

Indoor Soccer:
10-9 Devils Teach the Professors a Lesson
Francisco Resto
Staff Writer
On January 14 at 9 am, the
Brainsmashers, made up of mostly
faculty players, came close to an
upset against a highly favored Red
Devils team.
Although initially the game
looked one-sided, the rule that al
lows a female's goal to count twice
worked in favor of the Faculty
squad. Sociology professor Corie
Hammers, who was a star scorer in

her college days, played a key role
in the Brainsmasher's offense and
was not reluctant to hammer away
at goal with and score three goals
(six on the scoreboard).
Political Science professor Jose
DaCruz, also with some college
soccer experience, had the arduous
task of leading the faculty defense
against the most persistent attack
ing team and did not disappoint.
Nonetheless, the Devils grabbed
a game-winner in the last 30 sec
onds. "I thought it would be more of
an easy game,but it gota bit compli

cated at the end," said Red Devils
captain Juan Calderon. In fact,
it was complicated throughout,
and with slightly better chem
istry (it was the first time the
Brainsmashers played together)
the outcome could have been dif
ferent. With Corie Hammers in
solid form, however, the Bransmashers look strong enough to
surprise the other big teams in
the tournament—although it is
the Red Devils that continue to
be the team to beat.

Intramural Update
CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

Date 1/18/07
TEAM
PTA
PTB

Time 7pm
TOTAL
71
54

Date 1/20/07
Time 12pm
TOTAL
TEAM
Free Agents
50
43
Looney Tunes

Date 1/18/07
TEAM
Looney Tunes
Tricks Team

Time 8pm
TOTAL
47
78

Date 1/20/07
TEAM
Tricks
H.A.S

Time 1pm
TOTAL
71
52

Date 1/18/07
TEAM
Esstabon
H.A.S

Time 9pm
TOTAL
46
57

Date 1/20/07
TEAM
Ixn Bball
Last Min Men

Time 2pm
TOTAL
57
25

Date 1/18/07
TEAM
Free Agents
Estabon

Time 10pm
TOTAL
47
57

Date 1/20/07
:
.TEAM
Estabon
Last Min Men

Intramural Softball begins Sunday, Feb 4th. All team rosters and waivers
should be turned in by Jan 31st. Team entry is $15. All games will be
played every Sunday. The top league teams will have the
opportunity to play in the GA Collegiate State Championships March
31st-April 1st at North GA University.
All forms can be found on Intramural website:
http://www.imrec.armstrong.edu/index.html.

Time 3pm
TOTAL

66

35

j

/lias
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 25
mral Basketball

FRIDAY,y JANUARY 26
No games sc
m
Tl'
ag«f MMpSATURDAY, JANUARY 27
Basketball Doubleheader vs. UNO Pembroke
AASU Intramural Basketball @

s

ATLANTA HAWKS VS. BOSTON CELTICS
Jan 15th

Team
Celtics
Hawks

1
15
22

2
25
25

3
26
29

4
30
24

AASU In

T
96
100

ATLANTA HAWKS VS. MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES
"CV/ • :

Jan 17th

Team
Hawks

1

26

Timberwolves

2
30
23

3
27
20

4
22
23

T
105
88

ATLANTA HAWKS VS. CHARLOTTE BOBCATS
Jan 19th

Team
Hawks
Bobcats

1
20
25

2
23
23

3
22
27

4
20
29

T
85
104

TUE
No games

lay, Jam
Basketball Doubleheader @ Augusta State 5:30-9h

lilt-

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
AASU Intramural Basketball
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Getting
Silly Mad

Local Artist Spotlight: Port
City Music's Philip Palmer
Pat Hamilton
Staff Writer

Anyone familiar with Savannah's
music scene for the past few years
probably knows the now-former
band Vermillion X. They may
even know the band Port City
Music. But a name they might not
know isPhilip Palmer, the founding
member and principal songwriter
in both of those groups.
For Palmer, a native of Savan
nah, making music is pretty much
his life. Both of his parents were
critically lauded jazz musicians
who toured extensively in the U.S.
during the sixties and seventies.
Music is in his blood, and he took
up that calling at an early age. He
started playing in bands around the
age of 15 after listening to records
by Alice Cooper and Elton John,
the latter of which he cites as a
major influence on his songwriting. Later years brought more and
more influences, ranging from X
and Television to Morphine and
Iron Maiden.
This gamut of influential music
in his life has led Palmer to con
stantly seek new ways to stretch
his musical perceptions. During
the late eighties and most of the
nineties, he lived in Athens, GA
and tried to make his way in that

fabled music Mecca# b ut found the
scene there lacking. Disappointed,
he moved back to Savannah in 1998
and put together Vermillion X,appar
ently with the intention of playing a
single show.
"When I formed Vermillion X, my
goal was to put a band together, do a
record, and play ashow." Palmer says.
"That was literally all I wanted to do.
And very quickly, I had gone beyond
what the original goal was, just by
playing more shows, and getting som
e
decent press and all that stuff."
"And thefunny thing isthat it wasn't
enough! It's like, 'We gotto get anoth
er show,we got todo this and that,' but
finally I had to look back and realize
since I'd set out to get reinvolved in
music I'd done alot of things I'm really
happy with, you know? I've written a
lot of music that I like better probably
than any other music I'd written prior.
That to me is primary."
His newest band, Port City Music,
which started a few years ago as an
outlet for Palmer's solo writing, is a
culmination of the psychedelic music
influences on Palmer over the years
and his penchant for the odd things in
life. Deceptively simple beats overlaid
with precise melodies and harmonies
and lush, ethereal guitar licks create
the backdrop for histhoughtful lyrical
approach. Palmer is proud of his pres
ent work, and confesses that Port City
Music is probably his favorite project
that he has done so far. He considers

David Williams
Arts and Entertainment Editor

For people who really lovemusic,
part of the thrill of the experience
has always been finding and col
lecting albums. As formats have
changed over the years, trends
have shifted away from the retail
stores and onto the Internet, where
one can search out songs and al
bums for downloading, without
ever having to leave the house.
Downloading has caused a lot of
headaches for record companies
and music chain stores, but where
downloading has had the biggest
negative impact is in the indepen
dent music store, which with the
way things are going, may someday
become a thing of the past.
One independent retail store
here in Savannah that has had to
Courtesy Google images
struggle with these problems is
Silly Mad CDs on Hodgson Me
he's
one
of
the
most
genuinely
nice
himself a bassist, but plays other
instruments and is a prodigious people you'll ever meet. His honest morial Dr. Silly Mad is the kind of
songwriter—writing nearly all the attitude toward what he does is a music store that I remember from
when I first started buying CDs,
material for Vermillion X and Port fresh reminder that there are still
records, and tapes years ago. It is
City Music in addition to having re those who consider music more the kind of store that is covered in
corded literally hundreds of pieces than an excuse to show off their posters of local and touring bands
tacky jewelry or emo hair:
of music.
with music memorabilia on the
"I make music because if I 'm walls. They have a listening sta
I've had the good fortune to
share the stage with Palmer, albeit going to be.me then that includes tion, where you can preview any
in separate bands, and can attest to making music."
disc before youbuy it and they have
Port City Music plays Feb 10 recently opened a coffee bar where
the magnetism of h is approach to
performing. You hang on his every at SCAD's Orleans Hall, at 201 they also sell smoothies.
word, every note, and every subtle
ty Barnard St. For more information,
Silly Mad is the kind of place
in the song, and before you know go to www.portcitymusic.com or where you can really enjoy the
it, it's over and you're left want www.myspace.com/sauriandream. experience of shopping for and
ing more. It also doesn't hurt that
discovering new music without the
hustle and bustle and impersonal
service of the massive chain stores.
It isa great placeto find that hidden
gem or forgotten treasure disc that
you have been looking for without
paying outrageous prices in a mega
store or worrying what condition it
might be in if you order it online.
Another advantage of Silly Mad
CDs is the knowledgeable and
friendly staff. Most days you'll find
owner/manager, Charlie Roberts,
sitting behind the counter listening
to hisfavorite albums and reading a
trade magazine. Charlie loves talk
ing music and he has often sought
out discs that his customers ask
him about in random conversa
tions.
Charlie mentioned how down
loading has advantages and disad
vantages in a recent conversation
that we had at the store: "It's killing
all of the retail stores. A store like
mine, it just kills us, but the good
$
part is that there is so much avail
able." Charlie described his prefer
ied interpretations. But then, are ences in music hunting, "The best
succinctly without giving away too
those not the most enjoyable? While thing about buying vinyl was shop
much. Of course, with a plot full of
so many twists and turns, that's say it may not be the most uplifting film ping for it. The best thing about a
in the world, itdoes make you think. used store is that you never know
ing almost nothing.
And it is very pretty. That's got to what you're going to get."
Now, back to that message thing.
count for something, right?
It certainly does not jump out at
Charlie was right. The last time I
you, and it is open to wide and varwent shopping atSilly Mad, Ipicked
up Beck's "The Information," The
Jimi Hendrix Experience's "Axis
Bold As Love," Bob Dylan's "Time
Out Of Mind," and StevieWonder's
"Music Of My Mind," and all for
about thirty bucks. I also noticed
Ghostface Killah's brand new
"More Fish" and Band Of Ho rses'
"Everything all the Time" on the
Erin Christian
shelves. The variety of music they
Arts and Entertainment Columnist
carry is ridiculous, and ifthey don't
have it this time just go back in a
week and you'll be guaranteed to
On Saturday January 27, the Sentient Bean Coffee House
find what you're looking for or
at 13 E. Park Street in Savannah will be hosting a Bootlegger's
something just as good.
Soapbox Concert from 7-11 pm. There is no charge to attend the
As far as new music isconcerned,
concert; however, there is a suggested $3-$5 donation which
Silly Mad specializes in Jam Bands,
will go to Needful Souls, a Georgia animal shelter and pet rescue
Blues, and Bluegrass. Some really
charity.
hard to find discs ar
e available new
The Bootlegger's Soapbox features bands related to these
behind the counter. Charlie, also
categories: Americana, folk, folk rock, country, old time coun
sells used DVDs, but the heart of
Silly Mad is music.
try, alternative country, bluegrass, rockabilly, western swing,
Silly Mad has also been a huge
etc. While the Bootlegger's Soapbox is a recurring event in Savan
supporter of loc al music over the
nah, each time around the artists and venues change. This year
years, selling tickets to events held
The Night Crawlers, the Rainy Day Collective, Extended Play,
by Tiny Team Productions, Randy
and Brian Mitchell will all perform to raise funds to support the
Woods' Guitars, and others. They
efforts of Needful Souls.
will post any flyer or poster that a
Needful Souls is a pet rescue charity that hosts a web page
local band wants to display, as long
displaying information regarding high kill shelters across the
as is not obscene, and they will al
state of Georgia. On the page, http://www.needfulsouls.org, are
ways selllocal bands' CDsfor them
if they bring them by.
link categories including a directory of high kill Georgia shelters,
Charlie really loves music and
most urgent pets (animals scheduled to be put to sleep within 24
it
shows
when you stop by Silly
hours), special cases (animals in desperate need with medical
Mad.
Sure,
you can download any
conditions), rescued pets, pets available for adoption, animals
CD you want or attempt to find it
other than dogs and cats, and animals previously featured on the
in a chain store, but Charlie will let
site that were not adopted and put to sleep. Each category has
you listen to the whole thing and
pictures of the animals in question and short biographies of each
give you a couple of opinions if you
animal telling how it reached its shelter and its individual pre
ask. SillyMad CDs is a great way to
dicament. For several of the special needs animals, the website
save money on music, and the most
appealing aspect is the thrill of the
even offers to pay for the medical care of the animal if adopted
hunt. You just might find that disc
into a good home. To help such a noble charity, come down to
that you have been looking for four
The Bootlegger's Soapbox and donate at least $3 at the Bean for
years and be able to buy it at a pric
e
good coffee, good music, and a good time for a great cause.
that you can afford.
Silly Mad CDs is located at 7090
Hodgson Memorial Drive (912)
356-0176 and they are open MonFri 8am-6pm and Sat. 9am-6pm

Every Rose Has It's Thorn: "The Curse of the Golden Flower"
Jacqueline Lawrence
Staff Writer

If anyone doubts that the cinema
is truly an art form they have only
to see "The Curse of the Golden
Flower." Every set piece, every
costume, every line, every sound,
and every movement is a stroke of
the brush adding life and depth to
the work. That being said, one may
find themselves walking out of the
theater slightly bewildered or con
fused as to the message of the film if
indeed any was intended at all.
While "Curse" is visually stun
ning, make no mistake; it is not a
kung-fu movie. Directed by Yimou
Zhang ("House of Flying Daggers,"
"Hero") and starring ChowYun-Fat
and Gong Li, it's more tragic opera
than kung-fu epic. Oh, rest assured,
there is action. There is just story to
back it up. The plot revolves arou
nd
the emperor, empress, and their
three children. Actually, the em-

peror's first wife birthed the oldest.
Suffice to say,things get complicated
rather quickly. There are family se
crets and vengeful plots that slowly
unravel in a waythat is easily under
standable while watching the film,
but almost impossible to summarize

More Was Expected:"The Shipping News" by Annie Proulx
Erin Legette
Staff Writer

It needs to be understood that
while there is a great deal of time
Annie Proulx's debut novel was spent on boats and ships—almost
awarded the Pulitzer Prize and to the point of b eing tedious—it is
National Book Award in 1993, so important in setting up the environ
it's reasonable to see why expecta ment of the novel (Newfoundland).
tions would be high. Yet, much to The reviewer understood this, but
this reviewer's disappointment, while this kind of d edication sepa
upon finishing the book, much was rates the good writers from the
left desired from the author of the bad writers, it also shows how a
potentially good story can become
haunting "Brokeback Mountain."
The plot was, at its most basic, mediocre due to an author's overhighly original. The main character enthusiasm for other details.
Annie Proulx has become more
(Quoyle) comes from a life of sad
famous
recently for her ground
ness and pain into a newland where
breaking
short story, "Brokeback
he learns that love is something
Mountain,"
which was written in
that can be experienced with joy,
1997.
It
shows
that she improved
not pain. The characters are com
her
natural
talent
and learned to
plex in their vulnerability, making
control
her
skill.
them more realistic than most char
Bottom line: while much more was
acters in other novels. Proulx's style
expected
of th is talented author, it
of writing is one that is entirely her
appears
that
her first efforts were
own and has an emotional, dream
awarded
more
than she deserved.
like quality that makes it stand
apart from other stories about
journeys of self-discovery.
But that is where the praise
ends from this reviewer. The
story started at a decent pace, then
slowed to a struggling crawl of mo
notonous routines; lists upon lists
of materials/nouns (that is how
the author mainly gives detail),
endless descriptions of boats,
and a complete stand-still of
any real character or plot devel
opment until the very end of the
book, giving the impression that
the ending is rushed, when the
author should have been lead
ing up to it all along.

Entertainment for the
Impoverished
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Aren't we
all Cold
War Kids?

Artists Get Personal
with Patrons
Eva Glasgow

Staff Writer

David Williams

What do nose hair, Ebenezer
Creek, plexi-glass, and the seven
deadly sins have in common? Each
element
reflects one of the many
How does a twenty-something
pieces
of
a rt displayed in AASU's
mdie rocker from Long Beach
Senior
Exhibition,
which showcases
California (The LBC for you Snoop
the work of six students graduating
Doggy Dizzle fans) get away with
this spring.
writing a song from the perspective
Last Friday evening thegallery was
of a middle aged alcoholic father?
filled to capacity for the reception
If you are Nathan Willet, the lead
of the Senior Exhibition. Attendees
vocalist from the band Cold War
perused the gallery, enjoyed refresh
Kids, you just do because somehow
ments, and waited eagerly to hear
you're able to combine the drunken
the artists present their work. Once
optimism and middle class frustra
art professor John Jensen presented
tion of an emotional experience way
the students, the assemblyof faculty,
Courtesy Google images
students, friends and familylistened
beyond your own in a bluesy voice
attentively to each individual artist
that seems out of place in your own
introduce
themselves and their
genre of music.
strengths
and
we
aknesses
and
Cold
The lyricism on their debut
work.
First of all, it is impossible to full-length album, "Robbers & War Kids strengths are their pitch
"L am interested in subjects in
ignore the obvious comparison Cowards," is clever, inventive, perfect vocals and wise beyond their
their
natural environment, as op
between the music of The White and far more sincere than that of years lyrical prowess.
posed to the studio environment,"
Stripes and the songs of Co ld War other bands that have been de
There are a couple of throwaway
Kids. The major difference between scribed as "internet darlings" in tracks on this album and its major explained Amanda Luthanen, as
their respective sounds is that while the past. "Saint John," "Robbers," drawback is that you won't re she presented her lithographs and a
life-sized oil painting. Crystal Poole
The White Stripes' guitar sound bor and "Hospital Beds," in particular, ally hear anything that you haven't Dummitt presented her cityscape
rows heavily from the epic blues of are lyrically one step beyond most heard somewhere elsebefore. Origi of downtown Savannah, which has
Led Zeppelin, Cold War Kids' guitar recent rock albums. "Saint John" is nality is the mark of a great album earned her acommission todo more
sound is much more akin to that of also the kind of song that not only and "Robbers & Cowards" is just a of the series for a local gallery. Dum
fellow indie rockers like Clap Your Jack White, but even the late great good one.
mitt also said that she would like to
Hands And Say Yeah or The Shins. Muddy Waters himself, would have
use Ebenezer Creek, the subject of
The other major difference is that dreamt of writing.
"Robbers & Cowards" 3.2 Bher photography, for paintings and
Willet's voice lacks all of the Robert
White Stripes litemight be an ac
sculptures.
Plant affectations of Jack White and curate description of Cold War Kids, Rating System
Clair Buckner captivated the
would hold up well against other, but weren't the White Stripes just 4.0 A
group with the presentation of her
ceramics, photography and mixedmore conventional, vocalists. He The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion 3.0 B
media sculpture. "Inspiration is
is the kind of singer that could win lite, and wasn't The Jon Spencer 2.0 C
everywhere," exclaimed Buckner,
"American Idol" ifhe wasn't way too Blues Explosion just R.L. Burnside 1.0 D
as she described the motivation for
cool for that.
lite? All of these acts have their own 0.0 F

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Look Out
Calendar of Events
THURSDAY, JAN 25-27
The AASU Masquers pres
ent "New Voices," an enter
taining evening of original
scripts including comic tales
and dramatic stories at 7:30
pm in the Jenkins Theater
Black Box Theater. Admis
sion is free, but seating is
limited. Advance ticketing
is highly recommended.
Audience discretion is ad
vised. Not recommended for
children. Call 927.5381 from
11 am to 3 pm weekdays, for
information.
FRIDAY, JAN. 26
Edgar Meyer and Chris Tile:
Double Bass.At the Lucas
Theatre.For more informa
tion call 912 525 5050

SUNDAY, JAN. 28-30
Sankofa African-American
Museum on Wheels. An ex
perimental exhibit of artifacts
that depicts the historical jour
ney of African Americans. At
the Massie Heritage Interpre
tation Center 207 E. Gordon
Street.

Classifieds

0

Attention Students! Looking to buy or sell books, clothes cars and more? Recently
realized you need new roommates or a new living space? Look no further than placing
a classified in your student newspaper! Members of AASU faculty, students, and staff
may place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are limited to no more
than 50 words and may contain no profanity. Email lnkwell@ mail.armstrong.edu,
Attn: Teresa to have your classified placed!
ternet, cable TV, a dog & cat,
Call 912-443-0109 for info
For Rent Spacious 2 bed/1.5
bath townhome on Southside
Savannah in Leeds Gate. Over
1000 Sq. Ft with fireplace and
new paint and carpet. 6 month
and 1 year lease available with
$750/month and $750 deposit
starting Dec 1st. Call for de
tails! 912-495-9211

JAN-FEB
African-American Art from
the Permanent Collection.
The Telfair's Jepson Center
for the Arts will be display
ing the Telfair's permanent
collection by African Ameri
can artists including Henry
O Tanner, Romare Beardon,
Jacob Lawrence and more, in
a celebration of Black History
Month.

FOR RENT Vacant Apartment
one bedroom, bath, kitchen, refrig., stove, all utilities included,
close to AASU and St. Joseph's,
private entrance, $600 month,
call 925-4728
Georgetpwn - Christian Female
seeks female share 4 bedroom
home includes large bonus
room, bedroom, bathroom,
cable/utilities only $475 Call
507-8850, 920^8850

For Sale
For Sale Western apparel (used)
for women starting at $5.00 and
up OBO, brand name shirts,
pants, boots, hats, belts & buck
les, 659-8950 leave message.

Nice apt. located in midtown
10 minutes from downtown and
5 from Veteran's pkwy. $500/
mo., washer/dryer, wireless in-

1

the clever wordplay in her plastic
surgery "Pun-ography" and "Clay
on Words" series. Jessie C. Smith
attributed dual passions for theatre
design and visual arts to her artistic
creativity. She said that she likes to
"find a balance between photo real
ism and something softer" and that
two themes she often employs in
her works are female presence and
spirituality.
Tyler Jordan, famously known in
the ceramicsdepartment for creating
a green glaze he named "Function
Junction" aftera band hewas in,pre
sented his graphic art, photography
and portrait paintings. Though new
to painting, Jordan explained his
desire to "map out the subject's face
and see how it works" on the can
vas. Opal Vaughn, a self-described
army brat and writer, expressed
how important it is to incorporate
the personal into her art, whether it
is her own or witnessed experience.
"I like gory things," said Vaughn, as
she explained her series, "TheSeven
Deadly Sins." Her handcrafted jour
nals, mixed-media photography and
paintings, and fabrics piecesattest to
the range of Vaughn's talent.
As each student concluded his
or her presentation, question's from
the audience were allowed, which
is why attending the artists' recep
tion is such an extraordinary event.
The exhibit, appropriately entitled
"Diversity," is open to the public
Mon-Fri and runs through January
25. Support these talented artists by
visiting the FineArts Gallery. Do not
miss this opportunity.

3 piece sectional sofa/bed, like
new! Green, corner recliner w/2
armrests, remote/magazine com
partments w/ speaker phone, mas
saging chair, & wood grain end
tables, one side has queen pull out
bed & magazine compartment in
armrest, other side has & pull
out food& drink tray, recliner,
& magazine compartment in
armrest. Originally $3000, ask
ing $1500 OBO. 659-8950 leave
message, Effingham

Help Wanted
Yard Work $ 15/hr, 2 hours
twice a month, flexible hours,
925-4728
Now Hiring The Inkwell is now
hiring writers and photogra
phers. Pay is $5-$15 perarticle/
photograph and dependent on
several conditions. Please email
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu to
begin building a professional
portfolio today!

Miscellaneous
Experienced Musician available
to teach private or group clarinet
lessons of any level. Email ad9
701@students.armstrong.edu for
more information.
Intuitive Tarot Readings for
$5. Contact intuitivetarotreads@
yahoo.com with your question.
All questions answered withing
24-48 hours by email. Payment
to be made through Paypal.
Place your classified today to
promote your band, buy or sell
items, Tind a roommate, etc.
We're here for you! Email ink
well@mail.armstrong.edu and
send it to ATTN: Teresa to get it
placed today!
Check out www.myspace.com/
aheroinhistory to hear local artists
ambient electronica music. Like
Postal Service? Then you'll
probably like this! Check it out
today!
Congratulations to Jenn Murphy
on her 22nd birthday! We lov
eyou girl!!! Love, Tina and Sara
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fast - convenient - affordable
WORKOUT 24/7 w/ NO ANNUAL CONTRACTS!!
COMING TO GEORGETOWN MID-FEBRUARY.....

MONTHLY AGREEMENTS ONLY
* 24/7 CLUB ACCESS
*CARDIO, STRENGTH, PERSONALTRAINING
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
WHY COMMIT YOUR $$$ TO SOME ANNUAL CONTRACT?!

PLEASE, WAIT FOR YOUR GEORGETOWN SNAP
YOU'LL LOVE IT!

c
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A Symposium of ideas
presented by

Savannah Country Day School

Creating a Sustainable Future:
Recognizing, Repairing and
Restoring a Fractured World

manted

A Symposium Featuring Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.,
Paul Dolan and Robert Berkebile
Seating is limited.
For more information,
go to www.savcds.org
and click on
"Creative Minds" or
call 912-961-8828.
To purchase tickets,
contact the Trustees
Theater box office at
912-525-5050 or
www.SCADboxoffice.com

Saturday, February 10, 2007, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m., $50 admission
$10 Admission for Faculty, Student and Military (i.d. required)
This symposium features environmental activist Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., one of Time
magazine's "Heroes for the Planet," sustainable architecture guru Bob Berkebile and
Mendocino Wine Company co-founder Paul Dolan. This symposium will outline
the changes we must make to leave a sustainable world for our children.
"To me, the environment cannot be separated from the economy, housing,
civil rights and human rights. How we distribute the goods of the earth is
the best measure of our democracy."
—Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., in an interview with Time magazine

SPONSORED BY
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Charles and Rosalie Morris

Sotheby's

Courtney Knight Gaines Foundation
J.C. Lewis Foundation
Long Family Foundation
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